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Abstract

is preferable to serial actuation because it has the potential
to reduce the driven inertia thus reducing motor sizes (in
serial structures, some motors must cany other motors),
and (2) cable-drive
ission technology is attractive
because it provides a stiff, backlash-free reduction that is
relatively low-tech and therefore economical. This paper
describes a prototype pan-tilt mechanism that utilises
both principles.
We are aware of several.,. cameral pointing
mechanisms that have used cable-drive technology (MIT
COG head, Sagebrush Technology's tilt gimbal). They
are serial devices that have' not been designed for high
speed operation. We know of only one other parallel
mechanism for camera pointing: the 3 daf Agile-Eye
[Gosselin et aI., 1996].
Its mechanism topology
(spherical) is quite different from the bevel-differential
topology we are exploring.
Other pointing mechanisms designed for high
speed perfonnance include the Yorick Head [Sharkey et aI,
1993] and the ESCHeR Head [Kuniyoshi et aI., 1995].
Both of these are serial mechanisms that use hmmonic
drive reducers. We believe ours is the first pointing
mechanism that is both parallel and cable-driven.
Results presented in this paper suggest that the
cable-driven parallel-mechanism approach we are
investigating is competitive with the best of current highspeed designs.

A novel pan-tilt mechanism has been developed
to support high-perfonnance active vision
research at the AND. The mechanism is unique
in that it features parallel .actuation and cabledrive transmission technology. This paper
describes its design ,and reports on the
experimental evaluation of its perfonnance.
Results show that the design concepts are sound,
and lead to a practical and cost-effective means of
achieving accurate high-speed camera pointing.

1 Introduction
The design of pan-tilt mechanisms and stereo heads fir
active vision has been an active are of research in the
nineties [Christensen et aI., 1993, Blake and Yuille,
1992]. A variety of designs have been developed and a few
are now commercially available.
From a mechanical design and control
perspective, the objective is to achieve fast and accurate
pointing of one or more fixed payloads (cameras) in an
economical and compact fashion. There are trade-offs in
cost and between perfonnance measures, primarily speed
and precision. Critical issues include motor selection,
transmission design,and position feedback.
Our research has focused on exploring a design
philosophy based on two principles: (1) parallel actuation

Figure I: Assembled Mechanism with Camera
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Figure 2: Cable-drive assembly showing cable-wrapped
pinion and block and .screw tensioning mechanism

2

Device Description

Figure 1 shows the fully assembled mechmism with
mounted camera. The two horizon.l sJ)oolsare cUiven by
separate motors ilirough a caDle-wap~cl pinion as
illustrated in Figure 1. The ends of each cable are fIXed to
the driven spool. The Capstan effect ensures iliat the cable
does not slip on the pinion.
Figures 38Bd 4- illustrate the differential
mechanism that drives the two deg-ees of freedom.
Vertical ti It is actuated tllrougb. the smaller norizonta.l
spool which in tum drives a "cable-driven equivalent to"
a bevel gear set (Fig. 3). Horizontal pan is actuated by
driving both horizontal sJ)ools at the same rate. The cable
drive principles are the same as those used and developed
by Townsend and Salisbury [1993] to develop ilie WAM
or Barrett Arm (htt}l://www.barrett.com).
The cables are multistrand 1.2 mm OD stainless
steel wire rope. Tensioning is accomplished with the
screw/block mechanisms, shown in Figure 5, which are
similar in design to tnose used in SensAble Technologies
PHANToM naptic interface (http:www.sensable.com).
Each axis is driven by a 90 Watt brushed Maxon DC
motor with a 1000cpr incremental encoder. Tne overall
reduction ratio for both axis is 20: 1. The tilt axis
reduction is accomplisnecl in two stages (8: 1 and 5:2)
while the otner axis is single-stage.
The size of tne mecnanism can be inferred from
the diameter ofthe large norizontal spool: 200 mm. This
is larger than desirecl, partly due to the constraints on
minimum pinion diameter (cable-life drops dramatically
for pinions smaller than 12mm OD) and partly due to a
decision to minimise the number of reduction stages.
Selection of reduction ratios, motors, and
encoders was the result of complex trade-offs to achieve
an appropriate workspace, positioning accuracy and
inertia is an
quickness. The payload (camera)
insignificant part of tl1e total effective inertia seen by each
2
motor (about 1.5E-05 kg.m ). The motor annature inertia
accounts for about half of tlle total effective inertia.
In the configuration shown, the mechanism has
motion ranges of 180 degrees and 120 degrees for pan and
tilt, respectively.
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Figure 3: Cutaway rear view of the mechanism with the large
.
horizontal spool removed..

Figure 4: Rear view of the mechanism.

Figure 5: Cable Tensioning Mechanisms

2.1

host is piped to the motion control card, henceforth called
the MEl card (Motion Engineering Incorporated). This
output comprises mostly of motion commands. The MEl
card takes these commands and implements- PIO motion
control via a servo amplifier with feedback provided by
shaft encoders. The outer control loop is between the
host and the MEl card. A safety cut-off switch has been
connected between the motors and the amplifier.

Control Hardware

The pan-tilt mechanism has been integrated into a visionservo system as shown in Figure. 6. The heart of this
system is workstation operating under the VX-Works
operating system. This host gathers visual infonnation
from the camera via a vision card. All the processing on
vision and control occurs with the host. Output from the
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Hardware Configuration

Figure 6: Control hardware configuration

avoid joint limits. Although this result cannot be directly
compared to predictions, it also seems consistent with the
conclusion that"perfonnance so-far achieved is close to,
though slightly slower then our theoretical limits.
Because the experiments were not designed to detennine
maximise velocity and acceleration, the "actual" values
shown in Table 1 may not be representative.
Overall we think the results shown in Table 1
are consistent with the conclusion that the design theories
used to predict performance are sound. Although, the
predicted perfonnance limits have not yet-heen-achieved,
those predictions did not consider constraints imposed by
the MEl controller. Better perfonnance may be possible
with improved control.

3 Performance Evaluation
Tables 1 and 2 summarise the results of recent
experiments conducted to test whether perfonnance of the
real physical device measures up to previously published
expectations [Brooks et 1,1. 1997; Brooks et al., 1998]. As
described below, the true limits of perfonnance have not
yet been established. The "actual" values show in Tables
1 and 2 should be interpreted as the best perfonnance that
so-far has been experimentally proven.
Tilt
Pred.
Act.
Specification
520
600
Max VelocitY(de~s)
Max Accel.(de,g,ls-z)
72000 10000
0.166
Time for 60 saccade(s)
0.15
0.15
0.233
Time for 90 saccade(s).
<0.01
0.01
<0.01
0.01
Reso 1utionfdeg)
Table 1: Realisation of Rate Perfonnance Targets
Pan
Pred.
Act.
530
600
72000 10400

Pan
Tilt
Fred. I Act.
Pred. I Act.
0.01 I <0.01
0.01 I <0.01
Table 2: Realisation of Accuracy Targets

I Specification
I Resolution (deg)

To experimentally measure-pointing accuracy, an
experiment·was conducted using.a laser pointer attached
where the camera would nonnally be. The device was
positioned five meters from a wall so that an error of 0.01
degrees would show up as approximately 0.9 mm which
is easily detectable by the human eye. The device was
programmed to cycle between three positions. The results
were impressive. Positioning errors could not be detected
visually and it was concluded that repeatability is bett~~
than the targeted specification. It appears that repeatablltty
may be limited only by the encoder resolution which
corresponds to a repeatability of 0.001 degrees.

The data shown in Table 1 relates to speed and
quickness. The "predicted" values correspond to
theoretical limits calculated from design data, amplifier
and motor perfonnance specifications, and assuming timeoptimal control in the determination of 90-degree saccade
times. The "actual" values refer to values achieved by the
real system after tuning it (in an ad-hoc, but systematic
fashion) to minimise the time for point-to-point motion.
For the pan axis, a90-degree saccade was used.
The results are plotted in Figure 7. The resulting saccade
time is slightly slower, than predicted. For the tilt axis,
the experimental saccade was limited to 60 degrees to
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Figure 7: Speed test for pan axis.. The mechanism is perfonning a 90 degrees saccade every 233ms.

perfonnance camera platfonn for real-time active vision,
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Proc. FSR97, 559-564, Australian Robot Association,

Target Tracking Application

Canberra, Dec. 1997.
[Brooks et aI., 1998] A. Brooks, S. Abdallah, A.
Zelinsky, and J. Kieffer: A multimodel approach to
real-time active vision, IEEE/RSJ Int. Con/. on
Intelligent Robotic Systems, IROS'98,. Victoria, B.C., ,
Canada, 13-17 October 1998.
[Christensen et aI., 1993]] Christensen H.I., Bower
K.W., and H. Bunke: Active Robot Vision -Camera

Several experiments have also been developed to
demonstrate perfonnance in a vision-servoing application
[Truong 1998]. Figure 8 shows a sequences of images
captured by the system tracking a target (an orange)
moved by the first author. Figure 9 shows a plot of the
tracking perfonnance for the pan axis. The tracking
perfonnance was quite effective . Latency in the image
capture (frame rate) was found to be .the main impediment
to further performance improvement.
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Heads, Model Based Navigation and Reactive Control
Chapters 1-5, World Scientific Publishing, Singapore,
1993.
[Gosselin et aI., 1996] C.M. Gosselin, E. St. Pierre, and
M. Gagne: On the development of the agile eye, IEEE
Robotics and Automation Magazine, 3(4):29-37, Dec.
1996.
[Kuniyoshi et al., 1995] Y. Kuniyoshi, N. Kita, S .'
Rougaux, and T. Suehiro, Active stereo vision system
with foveated wide angle lenses Proc. Asian
Conference on Computer Vision, Singapore, 1995.
[Sharkey et al., 1993] P.M. Sharkey, D.W.Murray, S.
Bandevelde, 1.0. Reid, and P.F. McLauchlan: A
modular head/eye platform for real-time reactive vision,
Mechatronics, 3(4):517-535, 1993.
[Townsend and Salisbury, 1993] W.T. Townsend" and
J~K. Salisbury, Mechanical design for whole-ann
manipulation, Robots and Biological Systems: Toward
a New Bionics, pages 153-164, 1993.
[Truong 1998].Son N. Truoung" Stereo Head for Active
Vision, Honours Thesis, Department of Engineering,
ANU,1998.

Conclusions

Experimental results support the conclusion that design
concepts for the novel pan-tilt mechanism are sound and
lead to a practical and cost-eff~ctive means of achieving
precise high-speed camem pointing. Future work is
planned to develop a stereo version of the device that has
smaller transmission components and motors. '
Aknowledgements: Martin Stonebridge, Bruce Mason,
Samer Abdallah, Andrew Brooks, and Glenn Dickins
contributed to the design or fabrication.
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Figure 8: Tracking of a human controlled target.
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Figure 9: Tracking of a human controlled target. This was plotted for the pan axis.
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